-----------(3) and let its minors be n u, TIi2, &c., where IT12 = n 2l.
Then with the notation of Todhunter and Pearson's " History," tj denoting Poisson's ratio, the stresses are given by The other strains and displacements can be written down from symmetry.
Bor the elastic increment ca, in a principal where p K is the perpendicular from the centre on the ta n g e n t plane. Thus the resultant stresses across parallel tan g en t planes to the system (9) a t the points of contact are all parallel, and th eir in tensity varies as 1 -X. § 3. If the ellipsoid he ro tatin g w ith uniform an g u lar velocity to about the axis 2a, we have P = 0, Q = R -to2; while if it be gravitating, the force betw een u n it masses a t u n it distance being taken as unity,
w ith symm etrical expressions for Q and R. If the ellipsoid be gravitating, and at the same tim e ro tatin g about a principal axis, we have only to add the respective values of P, Q, R. Substituting the values of P, Q, R in the expressions for L, M, N, and inserting the consequent values of L, M, N in the formulae (4), (6), (7) 2 ir up* a? < y*r» -- 
.(IS).
The other stresses may he w ritten down from symmetry.
W ith the notation of § 2,
15(i_ ;/) X1 a2 (7 + 6*)(8-*)J •*' '* I t will be noticed that 0 a .^--a; = px ( l -r2/r'2), A» where r = * /(ai2 + i/2 + 22), r = y/ («'2+^'2+»'*), v', a' being the coordinates of the point where the radius vector r produced cuts the surface of the ellipsoid, and p being the perpendi cular from the centre oh the tangent plane at x', y', s'. Near the surface we may put 1 -r2/^2 -2( l -r/r'), and so conclude th at tx and the other stress components across the tangent planes to (q) vary approximately as the distance from the surface.
As the stresses at the surface itself are of special interest in the event of any application to the earth, I shall briefly consider^them for a spheroid in which b = directed respectively along the normal, the tangent to the meridian, and the perpendicular to the meridian. Using cylindrical coordinates, r, 0 . z where r = ' / ( z 2+ yi), 0 taxr'yfx, wber© pi s the perpendicular from the centre on the tangent plane. On the " stress-difference " theory of rap tu re an objection to the application to the earth of the results obtained by applying the elastic solid theory to a perfect sphere, is th a t the surface values of Q ,_ 0 0 and rm-tt would, for ordinary values of rj, be simply enor mous.* This objection, however, ceases to hold when the earth is treated as incompressible and tru ly spherical, because tt and 0 0 then vanish, as well as n n . I t is thus im portant to know w hat happens in the case of an incompressible m aterial when the surface is slightly spheroidal. To do so, p u t rj = ^ in (15), and w
. This is large enough to show th a t even if the earth be supposed incompressible, the consequences of its m utual gravitation cannot safely be ignored.
The strains and displacements in the general case of gravitation in a nearly spherical ellipsoid may easily be deduced from (6) and (7). From the expressions for the changes in the lengths of the semi-axes w e g e t
Sa
4 7r/ip2a2 / , 0 a 15 th u s a principal axis shortens or lengthens according as the square on it is g re a te r or less th a n the arithm etic m ean of th e squares on th e principal axes. I n a spheroid = we find from (21),
w here S is given by (17). T aking th e num erical value (18) for 8 , and for E the high value 2 0 x 10® gram m es w eight p er square centim etre, we should get from ( 22) for a spheroid the shape and size of th e earth, a shortening of some 5 miles in equatorial diam eters and a lengthening of some 10 miles in the polar diam eter relative to w hat these lengths would have been in th e absence of gravitation.
Rotating nearly Spherical Ellipsoid. §5. Suppose n e x t th a t th e n early spherical ellipsoid rotates w ith uniform a n g u la r velocity tv about 2 a. The values of yy, and yz are as follows
. . I t is thus greatei* or less th an in a sphere of radius a, according as a2 is less or greater th an the arithm etic mean of the squares on the principal semi-axes. The tendency to shorten in the axis of rotation increases as the perpendicular diameters lengthen.
For the increment in a perpendicular semi-axis b, we get s71, uPpa? I" fe2 + c2-2 a 2 25 + 1 6 « -15n2-IO17®
ib' 1 = 5ET7+^) L8 -! -5 '^-------^-------------------T + 4 --------
fe2-c2 ( l + 17) (69 + 1 3 7 17 + 70172)
From this we see th a t th e " extension per u n it of length "* is greatest in th e longer of the two principal diam eters perpendicular to the axis of rotation.
Very F lat Ellipsoid. § 6. Supposing 2 c the short axis, we find, negle powers of c/a and 6/a, 
,
yy is got from a#, and yz from sa; by interchanging P with Q and a with 6.
The forces P, Q, R may occur independently, so the most im portant term in the coefficient of each has been retained.
W hen P and Q alone exist, or the forces are perpendicular to the small dimension, zx and yz bear to , yy, and xy ratios of the order c : a, while zz bears a ratio of the order c2: a2. Thus for a first -N s /*"N .
approxim ation the three stresses xx, yy, and xy alone need be retained. To a first approxim ation xx, yy, and xy are constant along any line parallel to the small dimension. These conclusions * Used here and subsequently in sense of total change in length of axis divided by original length, w hether strain be uniform or not along the axis.
are so far in harm ony w ith th e assumptions usually made in theories of thin plates. I t should be noticed, however, th a t is of the same order of m agnitude as dxx/dx, and so the first body-stress equation.
W hen R alone exists, or the forces are parallel to th e small dimen sion, zz at points in the interior is of the same order of m agni
Forces derivable from a Potential o f the Second Degree. 47 tude as xx, yy, and xy. If there be bodily forces both parallel and perpendicular to the small dimension, and the two sets be of the same order of magnitude, then to a first approximation the stresses due to the form er set of forces may be neglected. §7. Taking p. as before for the gravitation constant, we h first approximation * A.8 there is symmetry round the axis of z, we employ cylindrical coordinates r, 0 , z.
The notation rr, 0 0 , . . . . for the stresses explains itself. The displacements are u along r, and 7 parallel to z. The strains are
Gravitating very Oblate Spheroid.
. The displacement u is everywhere towards the axis of the spheroid, and 7 away from the central plane, 0. Every element is reduced in volume. 
. (41).
This ratio also applies to the first approxim ations to A, sy, sz, and < T xy; while the other strains are in both cases negligible compared to these. I t applies fu rth e r to 8aja and Thus th e great m ajority of the results worked out for the rotating disc can be simply modified so as to apply to the flat ellipsoid by means of the following table which proceeds to three places of decimals. Table I .-Values of ( 3 a 4+ 2 a a&2+ 3 6 4) -f -{ 4 a 4-|-(3-f-iy) a 2i 2-i-464}. On either the " greatest strain " or the " maximum stress-difference " theory of rupture, the lim iting angular velocity in the flat ellipsoid bears to that in the thin disc, of the same m aterial and axes, a ratio which is the square root of the reciprocal of (41).
If the lim iting angular velocities be w for the ellipsoid, tv' for the disc, then the approximate values of w/u' when rj --25, are as follows:- Table II In the case of the th in disc many very simple results were found for the radial stra in s; these apply without modification to the strain sr in the flat ellipsoid.
Flat Ellipsoid rotating about one of its longer axes 2a. § 9. P uttin g P = 0, Q = R = a>2, and employing n' as in (39), we find
. . ( 4 2 ) ,

ZX xy = (rja'-b2) xy
N /--S A s bja passes through the critical value \Zy,' the stresses xx, zx, and xy vanish and change sig n ; and at the critical value, to a first approximation, the only stress is Cy and y may be deduced from S and S respectively by inter-°^f p " q P^B be*o7 ,the!'U m e order of m a g n i t u d e^ principal term s depending on them in the values_of S yy, and *y are Ukewiee "f the same order; but in « , yz, and t O are o T o f the same order as the secondary term s in E . I have I s thought it best, in (47) and (49), to retain secondary term s in -nr. ®._xH 0f t? and to write the second approximation value of T f t o w t e r R^'e sero the terms on the left-hand sides of these ' a with r2 in the denominator should be dropped. CqWhen E alone exists, or the bodily forces are parallel to th e long dimension, then, except near the ends of the long axis, as is large compared to ' y za nd S , while these in their tu rn are, at mos large compared to £ , » , and ? y . The hypothesis usually made in treating long rods, viz.:
Force. derivable from a P a r t i a l of the Second Degree. 53 where n is the rig id ity . A n analysis of (52) gives, on a plane perpendicular to , a stress £ R/9 (c2 -j?2) parallel to z, and a shearing stress -\R p z r along r, the perpendicular on th e axis of ; on a plane perpendicular to r a shearing stress, -| R pzr,parallel to th e axis of z, no stress.
Even in th e general case w ith P , Q, R all existent, and secondary term s retained in the coefficient of R and in II, we get for sz the sim ple form ula
.. ( 5 4 ) .
W hen the bodily forces are perpendicular to the long axis, the stretch parallel to th a t axis is thus appreciably constant over a cross section; these perpendicular forces tend to ,sh o rten or to lengthen the long axis according as they act outw ards from it or tow ards it.
Elongated Ellipsoid Rotating about the Long Axis 2 c. § 11. P u ttin g in (46) yy and yz m ay be got from xx and za; respectively by interchanging x w ith y and a w ith b.
To a first approxim ation yz and zx are negligible.
N eglecting z2/c2 in these formulae, we obtain results applicable to the central portion of th e long ellipsoid ; these results are identical w ith those I have previously obtained for a long elliptic cylinder,* the axes of whose elliptic section are 2a and 2 b, ro ta tin g about th e cylindrical axis. To deduce results for the elongated ellipsoid from those found for the infinite cylinder, we w rite 1-z2/c2 for 1 in th e constant term s in $x, sy, sz, and A , in th e coefficient of a; in <x and in th a t of yi n /3 ; and we m ultiply the expression for 7 by 1-^z2/c2. The strain and displacem ent parallel to the long axis are of special in te r e s t; they are This enables the values of 8c/c, for -0* 6, 0* 8, and 1, to be w ritten down from Table X V , p. 159, of m y paper on the elliptic cylinder. Table X V I of th a t paper gives values of caja and 8b jb which apply unchanged to the long ellipsoi Tables X I I I and X IV give its lim iting angular velocity on the stressdifference and greatest strain theories.
The form ula 8a ja-8b jb u f p f l + y ) ( a 2-52) { ( 1 + 7 ) ( a 2-h52) 2+ a 4+ 5 4} ✓ go} 3 E ( 3 a 4 + 2 a2b2 + 3 64)
shows th a t of the principal transverse axes the longer is th at which, even proportionately, is most extended. (46) First, approximations to the values of the stresses, strains, displace ments, and increments of the semi-axes may be obtained by w riting a?for R in (51).
To this degree of approximation it makes no difference which of the two short axes is th a t about which rotation takes place. The two short axes shorten to the same extent per unit of length, while the long axis lengthens.
By w riting w2 for Q and R in (54), we get a very close app tion to the strain sz parallel to the long axis. As a third example, suppose the section perpendicular to the long axis uniform in shape and area, we then get Comparing the several cases of rotation, we-have an interesting illustration of how the effects of the " centrifugal " force increase as the mean distance of the substance of the solid from the axis of ro ta tion becomes larger. I f the lim iting angular velocity perm issible in the elongated ellipsoid ro tatin g about a short axis be taken as 100, then the lim iting angular velocities in the th in elliptic disc and the elongated cylinder rotating about th eir short axes-the m aterial, and the length of the long dimension being the same for all-are approxi mately 87 and 71 respectively, both on th e stress-difference and greatest strain theories. A caution must, however, be added th a t in bodies of such elongated form rotating about a short axis, a sudden change in the angular velocity may prove disastrous. The term metallography appositely describes, in one word, th a t department of metallurgical science which deals with the accurate study and delineation of the ultim ate formation or structure of metals, a knowledge of which is of the utm ost importance.
This development of the science of m etallurgy is destined to prove of incalculable value in the study of the ultim ate m icro-structure of iron and steel.
Experiments on the microscopic structure of iron and steel appear
